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The foundation o f the Hungarian Royal In
dustrial Art School is due to the name of Agoston 
Trefort, minister of public education, who opened 
the school in autumn of the year 1880 and at that 
occasion possibility was given for the education 
of the artistic generation of Hungary.

The Industrial Art School started its work 
with modest means, with a studio workshop teaching 
sculpture and developed in the second half of last

century to an institution which had a vast and 
changing influence on Hungarian Industrial Art. 
Its story is a chapter in the history o f Hungarian 
culture.

The Hungarian Industrial Art School, since 
its foundation, has taken an important part in the 
directing of the slowly ripening necessities of in
dustrial life and in the cultivating o f the artistic 
taste of the home tradesmen, it gave opportunity
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to artistic talents to raise the culture of Industrial 
Art and by that to satisfy the higher demands and 
linked with that great modern renaissance in In
dustrial Art, which started at the beginning of the 
XX. century in whole Europe. This renaissance in 
Industrial Art, drawing apart from the soulless 
imitation of the historic styles, renewed its life by 
choosing ornamental motives from nature, by prac

tical purposes and ny the comprehension of po
pular language.

The Hungarian Industrial Art School serves 
to-day the social profession of Industrial Art by 
educating independent designers in the frame of 
faculty-teaching and workshop-practice, it begins 
anew, in nobler forms the Hungarian ornamental 
motives, which are to be found in folk, it gives a
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very exact culture to many artistic talents and by 
that shows a means o f living.

The Industrial Art School, in its constitution 
of to-day gives, one year of general preparatory, 
three years industrial art, two years o f artistic 
academy, altogether through a six years course,

a high education in the branches: designing fur
niture, interior decoration, building industrial art, 
wall decoration and glasspainting, mercantile gra
phic, multiplication and book-decoration, textile, 
minor sculpture, medal and placard art and 
scenical decoration.
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The last fifty years 10.000 pupils visited the 
school and among them many who by their artistic 
activity gained for themselves a good name and 
glory for our country. But their work is important 
not only from an artistic point of view but also from 
the view o f national economy, because the last

Anna Bradofka

inthirty years o f Hungarian Industrial Art show 
great part the results of this school.

The results and successes of the past 50 years 
of the Hungarian Industrial Art School, testify the 
introduction of the expositions of Budapest in 
1896, in Miinchen, Paris, Sofia, Torino, Stock-
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holm, San-Francisco, Milano, Monza, St. Louis, 
Rom, Bern, Dresden, Barcelona and the distinctions 
which they won there.

The Hungarian Industrial Art School, at the 
50 years anniversary o f its establishment, in the 
frame o f a vast official exposition, gives an account 
ol its cultural mission o f half a century, of its 
lively present, show extracts of their work and of 
the ready results of their faculties.

With this jubilee exposition the school has 
several aims to fulfil.

First it gives a clear, methodical picture to 
the great public and to the connaisseurs o f the 
present level o f home Industrial Art teaching, when 
it shows the use of the results of technical ad
vancement on modern, tasteful’ cheap and quickly 
turned out industrial art objects, as far as the 
greatly reduced financial circumstances of the in
stitution allow.

Secondly, this exposition gives an evident 
testimony of how this school has accomplished the

sane and noble direction and artistic education ol 
their youth.

Finally, this exposition aims to prove with 
its artistic objects, that the present Hungarian art 
industry can produce in every way something ar
tistic, it draws from Hungarian ground its rich 
and pompous vigour and becomes original and 
Hungarian, concerning its artistic value it is able 
to hold its own amongst international competition.

The illustrations are extracts, the exhibition 
could give a more complete picture, but here the 
limited size of the exhibition hall, which stands 
at the disposal, and financial difficulties prevent 
us from showing all the rich material in its whole 
worth.

On the jubilee exhibition we greet with 
affection all those, who have been attentive and 
benevolent appraisers o f the work, especially the 
home and foreign sister-institutions, also friends 
of art and connaisseurs.
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